
Summary. The understanding of spatially complex
biological systems is greatly aided by the availability of
high resolution information on their tissue architecture,
as is provided by optical sectioning microscopy like
confocal and light sheet microscopy. In addition,
genetically encoded fluorescent reporter proteins reveal
tissue architecture without the need for staining
procedures. Owing to opacity caused by scattering and
absorption, light microscopy in tissue is limited to thin
tissue layers of a few micrometers traditionally provided
by histological sections. Aiming to allow deeper
imaging, during the last decade massive efforts to
develop tissue clearing protocols produced a flurry of
novel clearing techniques for whole organ visualization,
now available to microscopists. In particular, new tissue
clearing methods were developed that avoid the use of
organic solvents, aiming to retain the integrity of
genetically encoded fluorescent proteins. So far, these
methods have not been directly compared and selection
of the right technique can be a non-trivial task. Here, we
have aimed to compare different tissue clearing
approaches side by side in a standardized manner. We
provide qualitative data on their clearing capability of
mouse brain, lung, heart, kidney and muscle, as well as
embryos and fetuses at the developmental stages E10.5,
E12.5 and E15.5 and discuss possible applications.
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Introduction

Understanding the structure and function of tissues
is one of the foremost challenges in biological sciences.
Since the conception of cell theory in the middle of the
19th century, light microscopy has been the central tool
to analyze tissue architecture. In particular, the
development of confocal microscopes and the
renaissance of light sheet microscopy have recently
provided new momentum to cell biology. These modern
microscopy techniques, which are based on optical
sectioning, facilitate the digital generation of spatial
reconstructions of tissue architecture. This is an issue of
particular relevance for three dimensionally complex
biological structures such as neuronal- or blood vessel
networks. The major obstacle to light microscopy is
tissue opacity, which is particularly insurmountable in
multi-layered tissues. 

The main physical properties underlying tissue
opacity are (1) light scattering and (2) light absorption
(Tuchin, 2016). When light passes through matter it will
interact elastically with the atoms of the substrate,
resulting in instantaneous absorbance and remittance
events that do not change its energy i.e. wavelength but
potentially its direction, which is the basis of scattering.
In dense translucent media, scattering orthogonally to
the proceeding wavefront does not occur due to
destructive interference, while all interference is
constructive in the direction of light propagation and
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light passes unobstructed (we refer to a recent excellent
review on this matter by Richardson and Lichtman
(Richardson and Lichtman, 2015)). Within the medium,
propagation of the wavefront is slowed through the
constant interactions with the atoms of the medium
resulting in refraction of the light. In biological samples,
the enormous diversity of inhomogeneously distributed
cellular constituents, which all possess different
refractive indices (RI), acts as a myriad of heterogeneous
scattering elements that divert light passing through
tissue in all directions (Johnsen and Widder, 1999),
resulting in broadening and decay of its intensity and
hence the milky appearance of biological materials. In
addition, biological molecules such as heme and melanin
are strong absorbers (Tuchin, 2016), which is especially
noticeable in heart, liver and kidney.

The classical way to surmount tissue opacity in light
microscopy is the processing of intact tissues into thin
layered sections where scattering and absorption effects
are negligible. Reconstruction of three-dimensional (3D)
tissue architecture relies on the evaluation of serial
sections, which is however impeded by tissue loss
caused by the mechanical sectioning process and
geometrical distortion introduced during the handling of
the sections. Consequently, the comprehensive spatial
reconstruction of complex biological structures was an
enormously tedious process rarely undertaken.

State of the art microscope modalities like confocal,
light sheet fluorescence (LSFM) and 2-photon laser
scanning microscopes (2PLSM) offer the possibility to
generate stacks of optical sections in a destruction-free
fashion, if scatter can be controlled (Theer et al., 2003).
A powerful approach to minimize scatter is tissue
clearing, which aims to reduce the number and diversity
of scattering elements by removal of lipids and lipid
membranes (RI= ~1.44) and replacement of water (RI=
1.33) as the main solvent with a solution of a similar RI
to protein and nucleic acids (RI >1.45), which are the
major remaining tissue components. Once a
homogeneous RI is achieved, light is able to pass
relatively unobstructed through tissue because scattering
at angles orthogonal to the propagating wavefront is
minimized (Ke et al., 2013; Richardson and Lichtman,
2015; Susaki and Ueda, 2016). Tissue clearing
techniques can be categorized into three groups: (1)
organic solvent-based, (2) water-based and (3) hydrogel-
based clearing methods.

Organic solvent-based tissue clearing is initiated by
dehydration, mostly performed by treatment with
increasing concentrations of alcohols. Dehydrated
tissues are subsequently immersed into an organic
solvent, which dissolves lipids but is also RI matched to
the remaining tissue components (Yushchenko and
Schultz, 2013). The first organic solvent-based clearing
protocol was developed in the early 20th century by
Werner Spalteholz (Spalteholz, 1914), who made use of
a mixture of benzyl alcohol and methyl salicylate.
Subsequently, methyl salicylate was replaced by benzyl
benzoate resulting in Murray’s clear or BABB, initially

developed for clearing of frog eggs and later modified
for early mouse embryos (Dent et al., 1989; Becker et
al., 2008). Despite their excellent tissue clearing
properties, a severe limitation of all described organic
solvent-based clearing techniques is the fast decay of
fluorescence in genetically encoded fluorescent proteins
(FPs), which limits their application in combination with
transgenic reporter model systems.

In a number of recently published tissue clearing
protocols, this issue has been specifically addressed with
varying success (reviewed in (Susaki and Ueda, 2016)).

Water-based clearing protocols promise a better
preservation of protein structure and could potentially
bypass the decay of FP fluorescence. RI matching can be
accomplished by the inclusion of glycerol (Hama et al.,
2011) or sugars (e.g. fructose or sucrose) in high
concentration (Ke et al., 2013; Susaki et al., 2014; Hou
et al., 2015), which also destabilizes highly ordered
collagenous structures and thereby contributes to the
clearing capability (Yeh and Hirshburg, 2006). Some
protocols add chemicals such as urea, which enhance
hydration of biomolecules and therefore improve
penetration into the tissue (Hama et al., 2011, 2015;
Susaki et al., 2014; Tainaka et al., 2014). Amino
alcohols actively remove lipids and heme, which
dramatically improves tissue transparency (Susaki et al.,
2014; Tainaka et al., 2014).

Hydrogel-based clearing protocols are an innovative
approach, where tissue is impregnated with a monomeric
component, polymerization of which is subsequently
triggered by a temperature-induced starter. The
polymerization process incorporates compounds bearing
amino-groups into a tissue stabilizing, cross-linked
hydrogel, from which the non-incorporated lipids can be
extracted electrophoretically in the presence of high
concentrations of detergents (Chung et al., 2013).

The multitude of tissue clearing techniques that have
been described during the last years offer a considerable
choice. Different protocols come with their inherent
strengths and weaknesses; however, presently none
provides a universal “one for all” solution. To aid the
identification of the protocol of choice for a given task,
we present here a direct comparison of ten tissue
clearing approaches side by side in a standardized
manner. We provide qualitative data on clearing efficacy,
maintenance of tissue integrity as indicated by swelling
or shrinking, duration of the procedure and ease of
reproducibility of the published protocols by applying
them on the mouse tissues brain, lung, heart, kidney and
muscle, but also on mouse embryos and fetuses of the
developmental stages E10.5, E12.5 and E15.5.
Materials and methods

Mouse embryo preparation

Pregnant dams were sacrificed by cervical
dislocation and embryos explanted and collected in a
petri dish containing cold phosphate buffered saline
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(PBS). Following two washes with ice cold PBS,
embryos were, unless otherwise noted, fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde (PFA) overnight at 4°C in PBS and
washed twice with PBS for 20 min and stored in PBS.
Abdominal perfusion and tissue preparation

For perfusion, mice were deeply anesthetized, and
perfused via the abdominal aorta following standard
protocols (e.g. see http://www.abcam.com/ps/pdf/
protocols/perfusion.pdf). For hydrogel-based clearing
procedures, animals were perfused with hydrogel
monomer (HM) solution containing 4% (w/v) PFA, 4%
(w/v) acrylamide, 0.05% (w/v) bisacrylamide and 0.25%
(w/v) VA-044 thermal initiator in PBS instead. After
perfusion tissues were dissected and post-fixed in PFA
solution for 2 h at room temperature. CLARITY samples
were incubated in HM solution over night at 4°C.
Organic solvent-based clearing methods

Murray’s clear
Perfused and fixed organs were dehydrated in

increasing concentrations of 50%, 70%, 95%, >99.5%
and >99.5% (v/v) of methanol for 1h each. After
dehydration, tissues were incubated in a 1:1 mixture of
>99.5% methanol and BABB (1:2 benzyl alcohol:
benzyl benzoate) for 1 h and finally in BABB for 4 h.
Samples were stored in BABB.

Three-dimensional imaging of solvent-cleared
organs (3DISCO)

3DISCO clearing was performed as previously
described (Ertürk et al., 2012). Perfused and fixed tissue
samples were dehydrated in increasing concentrations of
50%, 70%, 80%, 100% and 100% (v/v) of tetra-
hydrofuran (THF) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Geel, BE)
for 1h respectively. Brain was additionally incubated in
100% THF overnight. After dehydration, samples were
recovered from THF, excess liquid was removed and the
tissue was transferred to dichloromethane (DCM; Roth,
Karlsruhe, GER). DCM incubation lasted until samples
no longer floated in the solvent, however, maximally for
1 h. For final clearing, samples were incubated and
stored in dibenzyl ether (DBE; Sigma-Aldrich,
Deisenhofen, GER).
Water-based clearing methods

Scale
Scale clearing was performed according to the fast

protocol (Hama et al., 2011). Fixed tissue was incubated
at RT in ScaleA2 solution (4 M urea, 10% (v/v) glycerol
and 0.1% (v/v) triton X-100) for 2 d followed by
incubation in ScaleB4 solution (8 M urea, 0.1% (v/v)
triton X-100) for 2 d at RT. Tissues were then incubated

in ScaleA2 for minimum of 2 d and stored in ScaleA2
until further use.

See Deep Brain (SeeDB)
SeeDB clearing was done as described by (Ke et al.,

2013). All incubation steps were performed at room
temperature. Fixed samples were incubated rotating in
30 mL of 20%, 40% and 60% (w/v) fructose solution,
each for 8 h, followed by incubation in 30 mL of 80%
and 100% (w/v) fructose for 12 h. For final transparency,
samples were incubated in SeeDB solution 80.2% (w/w)
fructose for 24 h. All fructose solutions were
supplemented with 0.5% (v/v) α-thioglycerol to prevent
the Maillard reaction. Tissue samples were stored in
SeeDB solution until analysis.

FRUIT
FRUIT clearing was performed as described (Hou et

al., 2015). For clearing solutions see table (Table 1). All
incubations were performed at 37°C. Fixed tissue
samples were incubated in serial order within 30 mL of
FRUIT 20, -40 and -60 reagent, respectively. Each step
for 6 h while rotating, followed by incubation in FRUIT
80 and -100 for 12 h each. Before analysis tissues were
stored in Fruit 115 for at least 24 h at 4°C.
Clear, Unobstructed Brain/Body Imaging Cocktails and
Computational analysis (CUBIC) and CUBIC perfusion
(CB-Perfusion)

For composition of clearing solutions for CUBIC
and CUBIC assisted (CB) perfusion (Susaki et al., 2014;
Tainaka et al., 2014), see Table 2. The CB-perfusion
protocol includes a sample perfusion with 20 mL of 50%
CUBIC1 reagent in water, followed by PBS flushing and
subsequent perfusion with up to 150 mL PFA. Post-
fixation was performed for 2 h at RT with PFA solution
(4% w/v in PBS).

For clearing, CUBIC and CB-perfusion samples were
incubated under rotation in CUBIC1 reagent for up to 7 d
at 37°C. Reagent was replaced every 48h. Samples were
washed several times in PBS and immersed in 20% (w/v
in PBS) sucrose for 30 min. Samples were then incubated
rotating in CUBIC2 reagent for 1 to 3 d at 37°C prior to
storage in CUBIC2 reagent.
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Table 1. Composition of FRUIT clearing reagents.

Solution composition

FRUIT 20 20% (w/v) fructose, 8 M urea and 0.5% (v/v) α-thioglycerol
FRUIT 40 40% (w/v) fructose, 8 M urea and 0.5% (v/v) α-thioglycerol
FRUIT 60 60% (w/v) fructose, 6.16 M urea and 0.5% (v/v) α-thioglycerol
FRUIT 80 80% (w/v) fructose, 4.3 M urea and 0.5% (v/v) α-thioglycerol
FRUIT 100 100% (w/v) fructose, 1.8 M urea and 0.5% (v/v) α-thioglycerol
FRUIT 115 115% (w/v) fructose, 0.33 M urea and 0.5% (v/v) α-thioglycerol



ClearT2

ClearT2 clearing was performed according to
(Kuwajima et al., 2013). Samples were incubated in
reagent 1 containing 25% (v/v) formamide (Sigma-
Aldrich) and 10% (w/v) polyethylene glycol (PEG) 8000
(Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 h. Finally, samples were incubated
in reagent 2 containing 50% (v/v) formamide and 20%
(w/v) PEG 8000 for 5 to 16 h twice and stored in reagent
2 until analysis.
Hydrogel-based clearing protocols

CLARITY
The CLARITY protocol was performed as described

earlier (Chung et al., 2013; Tomer et al., 2014). Tissues
were fixed overnight at 4°C in a Falcon tube containing
HM solution. Tubes were placed in a desiccation
chamber and degassed for approximately 20 min. and
flooded with Argon gas, prior to incubation for 3 h at
37°C to initiate polymerization reaction. Upon
completion of the polymerization reaction samples were
carefully extracted from the solidified hydrogel and
washed 1 d in SDS/borate clearing (SBC) buffer
containing 4% (w/v) sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and
0.2 M borate (pH 8.5) to remove excess PFA followed
by active or passive clearing.

For passive clearing, samples were incubated under
rotation in SBC buffer at 37°C for approximately one
month. Buffer was refreshed every 3 to 5 d. For active
clearing, tissues were placed in a sample holder (40 µm
cell strainer), fixed using a mesh sheet and positioned in
a custom build electrophoretic tissue chamber (described
on http://clarityresourcecenter.org) connected to a water
circulator (Shurflo Diaphragm pump 443136) and a 2 L
reservoir of SBC buffer.

Electrophoretic clearing was carried out at 23 V and
a SBC buffer flow rate of 1-2 L/min for 3 to 5 d at 37°C.
The pH of SBC buffer was checked daily and the buffer
was refreshed if the pH dropped below 7.5. Clearing
progress was monitored on a black-and-white grid,
tissues were incubated twice in 0.2 M borate (pH 8.5) for
1 d at 37°C and finally stored in refractive index
matching solution (RIMS) (Yang et al. 2014) containing
88% (w/v) Nycodenz (PROGEN Biotechnik GmbH,
Heidelberg, GER), 0.01% NaN3 in 0.02 M phosphate
buffer.
Passive CLARITY Technique (PACT)

PACT clearing was done as described earlier (Yang

et al., 2014). Fixed tissues were incubated in A4P0 HM-
solution (4% (v/v) acrylamide, 0.25% (w/v) thermal
initiator VA-044 in PBS) at 4°C overnight. After sample
polymerization, tissues were washed several times in
PBS to remove excess hydrogel. Samples were
incubated in PACT buffer (8% (w/v) SDS in PBS) for 3
to 10 d depending on the tissue. Buffer was changed
every 2 to 3 days. Clearing capacity was determined by
the translucence on a black-and-white grid. Following
completion of the clearing process, SDS was removed
by PBS washes and samples were stored in RIMS.
Documentation and evaluation of tissue clearing

The clearing protocols Murray’s clear, 3DISCO,
ClearT2, Scale, SeeDB, FRUIT, CUBIC, CB-Perfusion,
CLARITY and PACT were tested on murine embryos or
fetuses at the developmental stages E10.5, E12.5 and
E15.5 and on the adult tissues brain, lung, heart, kidney
and muscle. To compare different clearing techniques, a
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Fig. 1. Black-white background grid for the assessment of sample
transparency. Sample grid designed to enable a qualitative comparison
of tissue clearing techniques. Cleared tissue samples were documented
using a stereomicroscope under simultaneous trans- and reflectance
illumination in glass or tissue culture dishes placed on the printed grid.
The background grid comprises three line types with different thickness.
Type I: 0.1 mm, type II 0.25 mm and type III 0.5 mm.

Table 2. Composition of CUBIC clearing reagents.

Reagent Composition

CUBIC1 25% w/w N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis(2-hydroxypropyl) ethylenediamine (Sigma-Aldrich), 25% w/w urea, 15% w/w Triton X-100
CUBIC2 50% w/w sucrose, 25% w/w urea, 10 w/w 2,2’,2’’-nitrilotriethanol (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.1% v/v Triton X-100



black-white grid with different line thicknesses was used
(Fig. 1). Samples were evaluated using mixed trans and
reflectance illumination by a xenon light source and
documented using a Nikon D100 camera equipped with
a Nikon DX AF-S Micro NIKKOR 40 mm macro
objective. The camera was fixed on a Kaiser RS 2 XA
rack and clearing results and relative volume changes
were calculated and classified based on images
generated using the ImageJ software package (Table 4).

We tested the maintenance of FP fluorescence, using
the BAC-transgenic reporter mouse line Prox1-
mOrange2 which expresses the photostabilized protein
mOrange2 under the control of the murine Prox1
promotor (Hägerling et al., 2011). Embryos of the
indicated developmental stages were cleared and imaged
on a LaVision Ultramicroscope (UMII) light sheet
fluorescence microscope (LSFM) equipped with custom
band-pass filters (excitation 546/10nm; emission
577/25nm) either in an oil mixture (1:1 Mineral oil :
Silicone oil TSF4300 ) for CUBIC, or in RIMS solution
for PACT and CLARITY. A NKT SuperK (Power SK
PP485) supercontinuum white light laser served as
excitation light source. Emission light was detected by
an Andor Neo sCMOS camera. Image processing and
3D reconstruction of (LSFM) stacks was performed
using the volume visualization framework VOREEN
(Meyer-Spradow et al., 2009) which has been extended

to allow the visualization of large image stacks (Brix et
al., 2014).
Results

Highly transparent tissues using organic solvents

Organic solvents minimize light scattering by active
delipidation, a process which is already initiated during
alcoholic tissue dehydration and further completed
during RI matching. Murray’s clear protocol uses
methanol for dehydration and a 1:2 mixture of benzyl
alcohol and benzyl benzoate (BABB; RI: 1.56) for RI
matching. BABB penetrates the tissue and occupies
previously water filled space. Judging from its
lipophilicity it will likely also interfere with hydrophobic
interactions that are important for the maintenance of the
correct folding for some proteins. Murray’s clear
provided highly transparent tissues (Figs. 2, 4), only the
cerebellum retained significant opacity. Residual
colorization indicated that pigments were not extracted
from tissues. Overall tissue shrinkage of approximately
26% is mainly due to the strong dehydration. Following
the clearing process, samples had acquired a firm
consistency, which is advantageous for manipulation
during preparation and microscopy and Murray’s
clearing can be completed in one day with little sample
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Table 3. Comparative qualitative evaluation of optical clearing techniques applied to murine organs and embryos / fetuses.

Murray’s clear 3DISCO Scale SeeDB FRUIT CUBIC CB-Perfusion ClearT2 CLARITY PACT

E10.5 ++++ +++ ++ - ++ +++ / + / +++
E12.5 ++++ +++ ++ - ++ +++ / + ++ +++
E15.5 ++++ ++ - - + ++ / - + +++
Brain ++ ++++ - - + ++ +++ - +++ +++
Lung ++++ ++++ - - + ++ +++ - ++ +++
Heart ++++ ++++ - - + ++ +++ - ++ ++
Kidney ++++ ++++ - - + ++ +++ - ++ +++
Muscle (thigh) ++++ ++++ - + + ++ +++ - ++ +++
Fluorescence preservation - - + / / ++ ++ / / +
Size change -1 -3 +2 -1 +1 -1/+1 -1/+1 +1 +2 +1
Sample characteristics stiff stiff fragile stiff stiff spongy spongy stiff spongy spongy
Vicosity of fluids + + + ++++ +++ ++ ++ + ++ ++
Duration 1d 1d 7d 3d 3d 14d 10d 1d 10d 14d
Handling ++T ++T + + + + ++PTG + +++PTG ++TG

Samples were optically cleared according to the indicated published protocols and documented on a black-white grid with three types of line
thicknesses: Type I 0.1 mm ; type II 0.25 mm; type III 0.5 mm. Efficacy of the clearing methods was qualitatively evaluated and classified in four
classes: (++++) All grid lines unrestrictedly visible through the tissue; (+++) good visibility of all grid line types with some residual obstruction of the
smallest lines; (++) grid lines not detectable over the entire sample; opaque parts of sample recognizable; (+) low clearing with only partial detection of
grid lines; (-) almost no to no visibility of the grid lines; (/) not tested. Preservation of fluorescence protein (FP) fluorescence was monitored using epi-
fluorescence microscopy (FM) and/or light sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM) and classified in three groups: (-) no FP fluorescence detected; (+)
observation of residual fluorescence using fluorescence microscopy (not shown), but signal too weak for efficient imaging by LSFM; (++) FP
fluorescence clearly detectable by fluorescence microscopy (not shown) and LSFM. In addition, the size change of cleared samples was evaluated
qualitatively and ranked in a scale ranging from -3 to +3. Negative values denote tissue shrinkage, whereas positive values indicate expansion of tissue
(for exact values see table 4). Viscosities of fluids, which were used in clearing procedure, are classified in four classes: (++++) very high viscosity;
(+++) high viscosity; (++) medium viscosity; (+) low viscosity. Handling effort required during the different clearing techniques was defined in three
categories: (+) easy to handle; (++) technique needs more care, e.g. frequent changes of clearing fluids; (+++) technique needs significant effort for
implementation, e.g. time consuming and complicated set-up, specialized equipment and reagents needed. Additional classifications are marked as
followed: (P) Special perfusion procedure is needed; (G) requires special equipment for degassing of samples prior to the polymerization reaction
(applies for hydrogel based clearing techniques); (T) Usage of toxic substances, which should be handled under a fume hood.



handling. A significant drawback is the fast and
irreversible quenching of FP fluorescence. Visualization
of molecularly-defined structures therefore requires

immunofluorescence staining (e.g. with Alexa-coupled
fluorophores) prior to clearing. The need for suitable
wholemount staining protocols is a severe limitation for
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Fig. 2. Qualitative comparison of five tested clearing protocols on late gestation fetuses and whole organs (part 1). Representative summary
comparison of two organic-solvent-based (M.clear = Murray’s clear or BABB; 3DISCO), two water-based (CB-Perfusion; CUBIC) and one hydrogel-
based (PACT) clearing protocols. Samples were fixed and cleared using the procedures outlined on the left, tightly following the respective published
protocols. Incubation in PBS for the duration of the longest clearing procedure served as a control and is shown in the top row. Muscle samples of
approximately the size of the heart were obtained from the thigh. Clearing results were documented after completion of the procedure in RI-matching
solution. The figure provides a comparison of the methods in our study with stronger clearing capacity. X- the CB-Perfusion protocol was not tested on
mouse fetuses.



the application of organic clearing protocols, for many
antigens suitable antibodies for wholemount staining do
not exist or protocols have not been established yet (see
also discussion in (Renier et al., 2014)). In general,

wholemount staining is more likely to be available for
embryonic and fetal stages i.e. for developmental studies
than for adult organs, where penetration of antibodies
into the tissue appears more limited. In our experience
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Fig. 3. Qualitative comparison of five tested clearing protocols on late gestation fetuses and whole organs (part 2). Representative summary
comparison of one hydrogel-based (CLARITY) and four water-based (FRUIT, Scale, ClearT2 and SeeDB) clearing protocols. Samples were fixed and
cleared using the procedures outlined on the left, tightly following the respective published protocols. Incubation in PBS for the duration of the longest
clearing procedure served as a control and is shown in the top row. Muscle samples of approximately the size of the heart were obtained from the
thigh. Clearing results were documented after completion of the procedure in RI-matching solution. The figure provides a comparison of the methods in
our study with lower clearing capacity.



density of tissue and extracellular matrix components is
more decisive for successful application of wholemount
staining than total organ size. When available, organic
clearing of wholemount stained samples provides
excellent clarity and results in specimens that are stable
for reevaluation at room temperature for many months or
even years. Using LSFM of wholemount stained,
BABB-cleared mouse embryos, the Kiefer lab has
successfully analyzed the development of the first
lymphatic vessels in mouse midgestation embryos
gerling (Hagerling et al., 2013).

To maintain FP fluorescence, but also provide an

improved protocol for clearing of central nervous system
(CNS) samples, the 3DISCO clearing protocol was
developed, which instead of methanol, uses tetra-
hydrofuran (THF) to dehydrate samples (Ertürk et al.,
2012). Following dehydration, lipids are effectively
extracted with dichloromethane (DCM) followed by
refractive index matching using dibenzyl ether (DBE).
We observed high tissue transparency (Figs. 2, 4)
including brain and mouse developmental stages, which
were, however, associated with strong tissue shrinkage
of up to 73%. Samples appeared more strongly colored
as compared to Murray’s cleared tissues, which may also
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Fig. 4. Qualitative comparison of eight tested clearing protocols on early-, middle- and late-gestation embryos/fetuses. Representative summary
comparison of two organic solvent-based (M.clear =Murray’s clear or BABB; 3DISCO), five water-based (Scale, SeeDB, FRUIT, ClearT2 and CUBIC)
and one hydrogel-based (PACT) clearing protocols on early (E10.5), mid (E12.5) and late (E15.5) gestation embryos / fetuses. After dissection from the
uterus, samples were fixed and cleared using the protocols indicated on the left, tightly following the respective published procedures. Incubation in
PBS for the duration of the longest clearing procedure served as a control and is shown in the top row. Clearing results were documented after
completion of the procedure in RI-matching solution. Due to the smaller sample size, E10.5 embryos were recorded are higher magnification, only an
area corresponding to the central square of the background grid is shown.



have been a consequence of the strong shrinkage.
Cleared samples were rather firm in consistency and the
protocol can be completed in one day.

THF in combination with DBE may retain FP
fluorescence for 1 to 2 days (reported in Thy1-GFP-M
line mice) (Ertürk et al., 2012; Decroix et al., 2015).
However, the strong hydrophobic nature of the reagent

used will ultimately result in the complete bleaching of
FPs, making the acquisition of data a race against time.
The Thy1-GFP-M mouse model is characterized by a
particularly high level of GFP expression in a variety of
neuronal subsets, especially in mossy fibers in the
cerebellum (Feng et al., 2000). This allows detection of
GFP fluorescence in combination with clearing methods
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Fig. 5. Combination of the Scale fast clearing protocol with hydrogel-embedding in mid gestation embryos. After dissection, E12.5 mid gestation mouse
embryos were PFA-fixed overnight in 4% PFA except for the A4P4B005-treated sample. A2P0- and A4P0-treated samples were impregnated with the
respective hydrogel solutions, while for the A4P4B005-treated sample fixation and hydrogel-impregnation were performed in one step. After
polymerization, the hydrogel samples were cleared using the Scale fast protocol and transferred to ScaleA2 solution for RI matching. Non hydrogel-
stabilized Scale-cleared embryos (standard) showed deformations and a soft consistency. A4P4B005 (4% acrylamide, 4% PFA and 0.05%
bisacrylamide)-embedded embryos retained a solid consistency, did not suffer from deformation, but were only poorly cleared and showed insufficient
transparency (grid lines). Bisacrylamide free hydrogels A2P0 (2% acrylamide, 0% PFA and 0% bisacrylamide) and A4P0 (4% acrylamide, 0% PFA and
0% bisacrylamide) resulted in best sample translucency with minimal tissue deformation.
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Fig. 6. Different stages of an adult mouse brain cleared according to the CUBIC protocol. Mouse brain was fixed in 4% PFA overnight at 4°C and
subsequently cleared using the CUBIC protocol, tightly following the published procedure. The brain sample was documented after fixation (Pre) and
after lipid extraction by treatment with CUBIC1 reagent (lipid removed). Effective extraction of lipids from the sample is indicated by the increased
sample clarity. After repeated washing in PBS (washed), the tissue was immersed in CUBIC2 reagent to adjust the medium to the refractive index of
the delipidated brain (RI matched). The PFA-fixes sample (Pre) served as control for the clearing process.

Table 4. Relative volume changes of tissues during the clearing procedures.

Pre Post vol. change [%] Pre Post vol. change [%]

Murray's clear 3DISCO
E10.5 17949 15555 13.34 E10.5 10768 6305 41.45
E12.5 37594 32488 13.58 E12.5 37566 9965 73.47
E15.5 94198 68863 26.90 E15.5 94931 36928 61.10
Brain 113 81 28.32 Brain 140 63 55.00
Heart 39 32 17.95 Heart 54 31 42.59
Kidney 68 47 30.88 Kidney 58 29 50.00
Muscle 42 35 16.67 Muscle 40 14 65.00

PACT FRUIT
E10.5 11965 13060 109.15 E10.5 17571 23942 136.26
E12.5 38754 50157 129.42 E12.5 37808 38266 101.21
E15.5 102438 104760 102.27 E15.5 65242 71431 109.49
Brain 126811 128292 101.17 Brain 119854 138795 115.80
Heart 48960 52211 106.64 Heart 53883 53424 0.85
Kidney 52814 54286 102.79 Kidney 50490 51993 102.98
Muscle 48760 62038 127.23 Muscle 26252 22806 13.13

Scale ClearT2
E10.5 8934 16052 179.67 E10.5 13132 16341 124.44
E12.5 41329 51596 124.84 E12.5 39496 51388 130.11
E15.5 89219 106494 119.36 E15.5 66259 82563 124.61
Brain 102965 224914 218.44 Brain 120667 161691 134.00
Heart 72685 95389 131.24 Heart 61034 50924 83.44
Kidney 43897 56432 128.56 Kidney 44720 42636 95.34
Muscle 24744 49782 201.19 Muscle 37215 37845 101.69

CUBIC SeeDB
E10.5 11626 9775 15.92 E10.5 10207 5687 44.28
E12.5 37917 42043 110.88 E12.5 35783 26808 25.08
E15.5 110010 65155 40.77 E15.5 66117 59364 10.21
Brain 116670 175947 150.81 Brain 115173 113587 1.38
Heart 59189 76789 129.74 Heart 65674 64872 1.22
Kidney 55006 61223 111.30 Kidney 72757 59710 17.93
Muscle 35524 66061 185.96 Muscle 30524 24600 19.41

CB-Perfusion CLARITY
Brain 121916 139348 114.30 E12.5 41308 105886 256.33
Heart 54153 53747 0.75 E15.5 109502 111095 101.45
Kidney 47780 45633 4.49 Brain 135991 259857 191.08
Muscle 49986 59336 118.71 Heart 67902 87233 128.47

Kidney 57186 66247 115.84
Muscle 88616 109644 123.73
F15.5 Passive 66508 110582 166.27
Brain Passive 114867 135737 118.17

Samples were documented before and after clearing on a black-white grid. Area unit values (Pre and Post columns) were measured based on this
documentation using the ImageJ sofware package. Subsequently relative volume changes were calculated. Values above 100% indicate tissue
expansion, whereas values under 100% indicate shrinking of tissues.



that destroy a fraction or even the majority of
fluorescence. To test fluorescence retention using a
model system that is based on more moderate expression
levels and also to provide data on a protein derived from
the DsRed-family, we tested embryos and fetuses
derived from a mouse reporter line that expresses
mOrange2 under the control of the murine prospero
homeobox protein 1 (Prox1) promotor (Hagerling et al.,
2011). Prox1 is a transcription factor that is intensely
expressed in the developing liver and heart, but also
labels lymphatic vessels. In all these tissues mOrange2
protein in Prox1-mOrange2 fetuses is readily detected
using a fluorescence stereo microscope (not shown). In
contrast to the reported GFP fluorescence of Thy1-GFP-
M mice, the 3DISCO clearing protocol failed to retain
the fluorescence of mOrange2 e.g. in lymphatic vessels

in Prox1-mOrange2 fetuses
Water-based tissue clearing as an alternative that retains
FP fluorescence

Clearing of tissues by organic solvents is powerful
and fast. However, due to the nature of these solvents,
FP fluorescence tends to decay rapidly and is often
completely lost. Therefore, identification of specific
structures relies on the availability of whole mount
staining techniques, which when available, tend to be
time consuming and expensive, due to the requirement
of large amounts of specific antibodies. The suitability of
a particular antibody or antiserum for wholemount
staining cannot be predicted but has to be experimentally
tested (Renier et al., 2014). Unfortunately, many
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Fig. 7. Demonstration of clearing of an adult mouse brain and a late gestation mouse fetus with the passive CLARITY protocol. Following dissection
and fixation at 4°C with 4% HM solution overnight, the samples were impregnated with hydrogel-solution and polymerized. After successful hydrogel
embedding, the samples were incubated in SBC buffer rotating at 37 °C for 25 to 30 days (center panels). After SBC buffer washout samples were RI-
matched in RIMS solution. A. The whole clearing procedure for brain tissues took more than 30 days, after which a high extent of optical transparency
was achieved, indicated by detected grid lines. B. For late gestation fetuses the procedure was performed for 25 days, longer incubation did not result
in improved clearing. In contrast to brain tissue, clearing of an E15.5 fetus was less effective and accompanied by slight tissue deformations.



antibodies are not suitable for wholemount staining,
either due to a high background or incomplete staining
due poor tissue penetration.

To retain the fluorescence of genetically encoded
FPs, alternative water-based clearing protocols were
developed, one of the first being Scale (Hama et al.,
2011). Scale uses high urea concentrations (4 M) in
combination with glycerol (10 to 30%) to stabilize tissue
and enhance hydration, resulting in a protocol that is
rather lengthy and requires weeks up to months.
Therefore, a shortened protocol requiring one week only
was developed (Hama et al., 2011), in which tissues are
treated in addition to 4 M urea (ScaleA2), with 8 M urea
(ScaleB4) to enhance clearing speed. We have
exclusively applied the Scale fast protocol.

First, experiments performed on E12.5 embryos
resulted in well-cleared specimens (Fig. 5), however,
tissue deformation and a high fragility were observed.
To stabilize the samples, we modified the Scale protocol
by combining it with a hydrogel infusion according to
the CLARITY protocol (Chung et al., 2013), which
however resulted in reduced optical transparency (Fig.
5). We reasoned that the high density of tissue polymer
and the crosslinker bisacrylamide were responsible for
the reduced clarity and therefore modified our approach
by using bisacrylamide free hydrogels, containing 2%
(A2P0) or 4% (A4P0) acrylamide (Yang et al., 2014).
While this reduced the tissue fragility and deformation
associated with the original Scale protocol, it retained
the good optical clearing of the original protocol (Fig.
5), in particular using A2P0 hydrogel embedding.
Unfortunately, experiments using adult mouse organs or
older mouse fetuses (E15.5) did not result in similarly
satisfactory outcomes, as tissue clearance was

unsatisfactory and again a partial high fragility and
expansion were observed (Figs. 3, 4). Initial tests of the
maintenance of FP fluorescence in Prox1-mOrange2
reporter mouse embryos at E12.5 revealed only a weak
retention of mOrange2 protein fluorescence (not shown).

Aqueous solutions of sugar display a profound
increase in RI, a phenomenon used in many practical
applications like the Oechsle scale, where °Oe
corresponds to the mass difference in gram of one liter
of grape must at 20°C to 1 kg. Volumetric mass density
differences between water and must are almost entirely
due to dissolved sugar and measured using a
refractometer (Hachenberger, 1987). The SeeDB
clearing reagent is a saturated fructose solution with a
refractive index of 1.49 (Ke et al., 2013). The clearing
process, which involves treatment with increasing
concentrations of aqueous fructose solutions and final
immersion in SeeDB reagent takes three days with the
high sugar concentrations repressing sample volume
changes. We were only able to achieve a modest clearing
efficacy for whole organs and embryos or fetuses (Figs.
3, 4) while we noted pronounced tissue shrinking of up
to 44%. However, in contrast to Scale clearing samples
did not become fragile or deformed.

The FRUIT protocol (Hou et al., 2015) combines
elements of Scale and SeeDB. Similar to SeeDB,
samples are treated with increasing concentrations of
aqueous fructose solutions, which in addition contain the
maximum soluble concentration of urea, e.g. 8 M in low
concentrated fructose solutions and 0.33 M in a saturated
fructose solution. Thereby urea-mediated tissue
expansion is compensated by increasing fructose
concentration. When we tested FRUIT clearing on
embryos, we noted improved clearing compared to Scale
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Fig. 8. Adult mouse brain cleared according to the active CLARITY protocol. Brain from C57BL6 mouse of six month of age was dissected, PFA fixed
and subjected to hydrogel-embedding. Subsequently, brain was cleared following the active CLARITY protocol (electrophoretic-tissue clearing (ETC)
conditions: 23 V current; 2 L/min flow rate; 5d duration). The sample was documented before hydrogel-embedding (Pre), directly after ETC clearing
(ETC) and finally after RI-matching in RIMS solution (RI-matched).



or SeeDB (Figs. 3, 4). Again, E15.5 fetuses were not
fully cleared and showed partial tissue expansion as well
as an intense red coloration of the liver. FRUIT clearing
of organs was also superior to Scale and SeeDB (Figs. 3,
4) and only a slight 1.15 fold tissue expansion of the
original size was recorded. A further benefit during the
handling of samples was the lower viscosity of the
FRUIT reagent compared to the SeeDB solution, which
significantly simplifies sample handling.

The water-based clearing techniques described so far
strongly emphasize RI matching. However, residual
lipids remaining in the sample are a major source of
scattering, which prompted the development of protocols
with a focus on lipid removal as well as RI matching.
CUBIC (clear, unobstructed brain imaging cocktails and
computational analysis) clearing addresses this

requirement (Susaki et al., 2014) through treatment with
two chemical cocktails. The first one is composed of
urea, triton X-100 and the amino alcohol N,N,N’,N’-
tetrakis(2-hydroxypropyl) ethylenediamine (quadrol)
extracts lipids from the sample, while the second
cocktail, composed of urea, sucrose, triton X-100 and
the amino alcohol triethanolamine, provides a RI similar
to SeeDB and serves primarily as RI matching solution.

In clearing experiments using CUBIC, we
accomplished very good transparency and little
colorization compared to other water-based protocols
(Figs 2, 4), in particular clearing embryos and fetuses. In
contrast to Murray’s clear and 3DISCO, which both
shrank samples, tissue swelling of up to 1.85 fold (on
muscle tissue) was observed except for E10.5 embryos
and E15.5 fetuses (Figs. 2, 4). Despite the swelling
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Fig. 9. Different stage of a murine late gestation E15.5 fetus cleared using the PACT protocol (time course). Freshly dissected E15.5 fetuses were
overnight fixed in 4% PFA, hydrogel-embedded and subsequently passively cleared following the PACT protocol. Progress of the clearing procedure
was monitored at different days (3d, 5d, 7d and 10d) in detergent SDS/PBS. Finally the sample was RI-matched using RIMS solution. PACT clearing of
mouse fetus resulted in a high-optical transparency over a time course of 10 days.



tissue structure appeared to be preserved, which is
exemplified on a CUBIC-cleared mouse brain (Fig. 6).
When clearing Prox1-mOrange2 fetuses, we found the
FP fluorescence of mOrange2 to be retained to a degree
that allowed imaging of these samples using (LSFM)
(Fig. 11B).

The impressive decolorization achieved by the
CUBIC protocol is due to efficient elution of heme from
heme proteins (Tainaka et al., 2014). Based on the blood
decolorizing capability of the CUBIC1 reagent, Tainaka
et al. (2014) developed the modified protocol CB-
Perfusion, which includes an initial perfusion step with

diluted CUBIC1 solution to maximize the clearing of
heme protein-rich organs. We obtained excellent results
with CB-Perfusion clearing (Figs. 2, 4) providing
complete clearing of even highly heme protein
containing organs like heart and kidney. A distinct
benefit compared to the regular CUBIC protocol is the
abbreviated duration of only 10 days. The CB-Perfusion
protocol is limited by the necessity to perform an initial
perfusion step, which is technically challenging in small
specimen like mouse embryos.

ClearT2 clearing is based on formamide and was
developed for rapid clearing of embryos and thick brain
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Fig. 10. Maintenance of protein fluorescence in PACT cleared E12.5 Prox1-mOrange2 reporter embryos. A. Dissected and fixed Prox1-mOrange2-
reporter mouse embryos were PFA-fixed (top panel), cleared for 3 days following the PACT protocol (bottom panel) and (B) subsequently image stacks
representing a series on optical sections in z were acquired using LSFM (B; left panels, 2D section). From the serial optical sections a 3D computer
model of the embryo was generated using the VOREEN open source software package (B; right panels, 3D reconstruction). Yellow arrows denote the
developing liver and heart which express high levels of Prox1 and therefore show intense fluorescence. Yellow boxes encircle areas of the specimen
shown enlarged in the bottom row. Green arrows point to Prox1-expressing lymphatic vessels.
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Fig. 11. mOrange2 protein fluorescence in a CUBIC cleared E15.5 Prox1-mOrange2 reporter mouse fetus. A. Fixed fetuses (E15.5) (left panel) were
cleared for 10 days following the CUBIC protocol. Achieved tissue clearing was documented after equilibration in CUBIC2 reagent (right panel). 
B. Image stacks of serial optical sections in the z dimension were acquired using ultramicroscopy. The top row (optical section) shows one optical plane
(left panel) and two magnifications of the boxed areas (middle and right panel). Subsequently, digitally rendered 3D representations of the sample were
produced (bottom row, 3D reconstruction). Yellow arrows indicate the developing liver which shows a high fluorescence signal due to intense Prox1
expression. Yellow boxes encircle areas of the specimen shown enlarged in the middle and right panel. Green arrows point to Prox1-expressing
lymphatic vessels.



sections (Kuwajima et al., 2013). Two different
protocols termed ClearT and ClearT2 were described,
whereas only the second retains the fluorescence of
genetically encoded FPs. Therefore, we considered only
the ClearT2 protocol during this comparison. The entire
procedure can be carried out in less than one day,
although the maximally achieved extent of tissue
clearing was moderate, roughly comparable with SeeDB
clearing (Figs. 3, 4) in particular, when we tried clearing
of E10.5 and E12.5 embryos.
Innovative clearing protocols based on hydrogels

A strong emphasis of the CLARITY protocol
(Chung et al., 2013) is on the preservation of structural
integrity during lipid extraction by transformation of
tissues into hydrogel-tissue hybrids. In preparation of
this transformation tissue is impregnated with a solution
composed of acrylamide, bisacrylamide, formaldehyde
and a thermal initiator. Formaldehyde fixes the tissue
and provides covalent crosslinks during acrylamide
polymerization. Due to a lack of amino groups lipids are
not incorporated into the hydrogel, allowing their
subsequent extraction while the overall structure is
preserved. The final step after lipid extraction is again
immersion in a refractory index matched clearing agent.
Due to the high costs of commercial RI-matched
immersion liquids, we used the alternative RI matching
solution (RIMS), which was prepared according to Yang
et al. (2014) and can be prepared at about 1/10 of the
price of commercial products.

Lipids can be extracted actively by electrophoresis
or passively by diffusion. Passive extraction requires
rotating incubation in 4% SDS / borate-clearing (SBC)
buffer at increased temperature (37°C) and takes
exceedingly long incubation times. Passive clearing of
an E15.5 fetus (Fig. 7B) or a whole mouse brain (Fig.
7A) required at least 25 to 30 days and was associated
with tissue expansion (brain: 1.2 fold; E15.5 fetus: 1.7
fold) and deformation. For electrophoretic lipid
extraction hydrogel-tissue hybrids were placed in a
specially designed electrophoretic-tissue clearing (ETC)
chamber, which was filled with SBC buffer. During
electrophoresis gas bubbles on the sample surface
insulate the tissue resulting in the generation of high
local temperatures that may result in severe tissue
damage and burning. To effectively remove this thermal
load, a constant flow of SBC buffer with rates around 1-
2 L / min is required. When maintaining these
conditions, active clearing can shorten lipid extraction
times to approximately one week (Chung et al., 2013;
Tomer et al., 2014). During our experiments, we used a
custom-built ETC chamber, which is described on
http://clarityresourcecenter.org. Still voltage, flow rate
and position of the sample required individual
optimization and we achieved best reproducibility at 23
V and a flow rate of 2 L/min.

Clearing of embryos and adult mouse organs using
the CLARITY protocol was often associated with

sample expansion, tissue burning and deformations (Fig.
3). In particular, effective clearing of small samples and
soft tissues (e.g. E10.5 and E12.5 embryo) was
challenging in our hands. However, when we applied the
CLARITY protocol to brain samples, we obtained
optimal results comparable to the clearing of brain using
the CUBIC protocol. Subsequent RI-matching using
RIMS required extensive time, likely due to a very slow
exchange between remaining borate buffer in the
hydrogel-enforced tissue and RIMS. The incomplete
equilibration resulted in optical inhomogeneity on the
surface of the sample, which prevented optimal
microscopic evaluation. We only observed schlieren
formation on the surface of specimens that had been
treated with hydrogel-based clearing protocols. For these
samples, we performed RI-matching using a non-
commercial RIMS formulation (Yang et al., 2014), hence
we cannot exclude a contribution of our RI-matching
solution to this phenomenon. Unexpectedly, FP
fluorescence in Prox1-mOrange2 transgenic reporter
mice was lost after CLARITY clearing.

To shorten the time needed for passive lipid
extraction Yang and colleagues developed the modified
passive CLARITY technique (PACT), which facilitates
fast lipid extraction through a non-cross linked hydrogel
resulting in cleared 1 - 3 mm tissue blocks in 2 to 5 days
(Yang et al., 2014). We applied this protocol on whole
mouse organs and embryos and achieved PACT clearing
between 3 (E10.5 and E12.5 embryos) and 10 days
(E15.5 fetuses; Fig. 9) with little tissue expansion (up to
approx. 1.3 fold). Translucency obtained during the
clearing of whole organs (Figs. 2, 4), which took approx.
10 days, was comparable to the CB-Perfusion protocol
but better than the CLARITY technique. Fortunately, FP
fluorescence in the Prox1-mOrange2 reporter system
was retained using PACT clearing and we were able to
analyze the cleared samples using LSFM (Fig. 10B).
Discussion

In this study, we provide an overview of ten current
clearing techniques including organic solvent-, water-
and hydrogel-based protocols, most of which were only
recently published. We have compared the capacity of
these methods to optically clear a representative array of
whole organs of adult mice as well as different
embryonic and fetal developmental stages. We have
summarized our results in a comparison table (Table 3).
It is however important to note that some clearing
protocols were not designed for general use, but rather
for the clearing of a particular organ, mostly brain. It
should therefore be possible to further improve and
specially adapt these protocols for other organ types.

A recent excellent comparative study by Hama et al.
that was mainly focused on the biology and clearing of
brain tissue reported a similar comparison of clearing
protocols, but also additional aspects including the
preservation of ultrastructure (Hama et al., 2015). Our
findings reported here concerning clearing capability,
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fluorescence preservation, sample consistency and
requirements of the different protocols are in agreement
with the results reported by Hama et al. In addition, we
have extended this investigation on mouse
developmental stages and adult organs different from
brain. Another recent study by Kolesova et al. compared
five different protocols (BABB, DBE, CLARITY,
SCALE and CUBIC) on mouse embryos and hearts and
evaluated the preservation of GFP fluorescence
(Kolesova et al., 2016). Again the data reported are in
full agreement with our findings.

In all these studies, organic solvent-based protocols,
in particular Murray’s clear (BABB), achieved fast and
efficient clearing and should still be considered as the
gold standard for tissue clearing, as long as fluorescence
of FPs does not need to be preserved. Due to
dehydration these protocols result in tissue shrinkage,
which due to the resulting firm sample consistency aids
manipulation during microscopy. Except for clearing of
whole mouse brain, where we would prefer 3DISCO,
Murray’s clear provided maximal transparency, which is
particularly relevant for imaging methods that
accommodate large samples. We routinely analyze
cleared tissue with LSFM, where samples of several mm
diameter can be subjected to ultramicroscopy (Hagerling
et al., 2013). Because incomplete clearing results in
shadowing of the light sheet, ultramicroscopy is highly
sensitive to scattering.

Murray’s clear or BABB is an exceptionally
powerful solvent for many polymers and adhesives,
leading to recurrent issues with sample mounting and
upon contact with optical elements that are glued into a
metal support or housing. Therefore appropriate care and
safety precautions are indispensable for the handling of
the corrosive 1:1 mixture of the dehydrated pure
substances or the pure substances themselves. The
individual components are also often considered highly
toxic, it should be noted that a 5% lotion of benzyl
alcohol is used as a pediculicide indicated for the topical
treatment of head lice infestation (WHO ATC code
P03AX06) and a 25% emulsion of benzyl benzoate is
effective to treat scabies (WHO ATC code P03AX01).

As also reported by Hama and coworkers (Hama et
al., 2015) and Kolesova et al. (2016) we found that FP
fluorescence is lost during organic clearing, which is
inconsistent with two previous studies (Ertürk et al.,
2012; Decroix et al., 2015). Importantly, different
reporter lines i.e. expression strength and FPs have been
analyzed. While Thy1-GFP-M reporter mice express
GFP in abundant amounts (Feng et al., 2000), Kolesova
et al. (2016) analyzed two knock in models, which likely
express more moderate GFP levels. We analyzed Prox1-
mOrange2 mice, which express only moderate levels of
the dsRED-derivative mOrange2. Hence, conditions
under which a major loss of FP fluorescence occurs
would prevent mOrange2 detection (also discussed in
(Marx, 2016).

Due to the incompatibility of organic-based clearing
techniques with FP fluorescence, immunolabeling of

samples becomes crucial. However, wholemount
staining may be limited by the sample composition
(tissue density and extracellular matrix content) as well
as the availability of suitable antibodies. Wherever
wholemount staining is possible it tends to require
extended incubation times and therefore to be lengthy.
Recently an immunolabeling technique for efficient
staining of whole organs has been described (Renier et
al., 2014). This technique, iDISCO, is based on a
methanol / DMSO pretreatment of tissues, enabling an
efficient antibody penetration, followed by using
3DISCO clearing. In our experiments iDISCO was also
compatible with Murray’s clear.

Wherever immunostaining is unavailable or yields
uncertain results it becomes essential to retain the
fluorescence of genetically encoded reporter FPs and
water- or hydrogel-based clearing techniques become the
method of choice. While we were rather disappointed by
the results achieved with CLARITY, the CUBIC
protocol was efficient, simple, easy to apply and reliably
compatible with FP fluorescence. The CB-Perfusion
protocol resulted in even better transparency, but due to
the perfusion procedure is difficult to implement in
samples other than adult animals. Both protocols were
well compatible with LSFM and other microscopy
methods. Scale was less powerful, but requires only few
components (urea and glycerol), which are likely
available in every laboratory. It is well suited for small
samples such as 1-3 mm tissue slides and mouse
embryos up to E12.5. Using A2P0 hydrogel embedding
prior to Scale clearing resulted in tissue stabilization and
thus a significantly improved handling of the cleared
samples.

In our experience, SeeDB was a gentle clearing
method associated with only moderate volume change
and sufficient tissue stiffness for secure sample handling.
However, it achieved only weak tissue clearing,
definitively insufficient for whole organ or embryo
LSFM or even deeper confocal imaging. It should be
pointed out though, that SeeDB was developed for two
photon microscopy of mouse brain tissues, where with a
well-adjusted two photon set up, imaging depth can be
improved dramatically using SeeDB compared to
untreated samples. FRUIT, combined the advantages of
both protocols Scale and SeeDB and was described to be
compatible with lipid stainings such as Dil (Hou et al.,
2015). Naturally, lipid-extracting protocols like Murray’s
clear, 3DISCO, CUBIC, CLARITY and PACT are not
compatible with this kind of labeling. Finally, ClearT2
turned out to be a weak clearing agent, which
predisposes it for small sized or thin samples.

Within the hydrogel-based protocols, active
CLARITY is fast, however, reproducibility using an
ETC chamber was variable and we frequently
experienced tissue burns, deformation and irregular
clearing. An additional point to consider are the
expenses for setting up an active CLARITY, which
include a water pump, a power supply and platinum wire
or mesh. A number of new modifications to the
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CLARITY protocol and availability of a commercial
ETC chamber (X-CLARITY, Logos Biosystems) may
simplify the process (Lee et al., 2014, 2016; Costantini
et al., 2015; Epp et al., 2015). PACT, which was
originally developed for small sized tissue blocks (Yang
et al., 2014) up to whole organs and embryos, took
approximately 50% of the time required by passive
CLARITY, which suffered from its long duration (25-30
days). High optical transparency, comparable to CB-
Perfusion, was achieved with the PACT protocol
requiring no special setup. We therefore prefer PACT as
an attractive alternative for whole organ clearing.

As fixation and tissue clearing may alter the
structural integrity of the tissue, the user must carefully
consider the right protocol. The wide varieties of tissue
clearing techniques, which are now available, vary in
their clearing efficacy, tissue structure preservation and
protein fluorescence maintenance. None of these
methods is suited as a “one for all” technology,
depending on the sample to be cleared, the structures to
be detected and the requirements of the microscope
modality applied, one has to choose the most suitable
protocol and optimize it further by adaptation to the
specific task at hand.
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